Shower Systems

Overhead showers – the place for well-being. A cloudburst, a
downpour, luscious drops of water… There are many words to describe what
a Hansgrohe shower has to offer. Since Shower Fun increases with the size of
the shower head, we have developed a wealth of ideas to bring the pleasure of
a large overhead shower into your own bathroom. This brochure showcases the
full range of Hansgrohe shower systems. Explore our Showerpipes and
Showerpanels, everything from the straightforward to the highly sophisticated,
from a comfortable basic model for any budget to models offering luxurious
Shower Fun XXL. Whether you’re upgrading your existing bathroom or planning
your long-awaited dream home – all of these shower systems offer the genuine
Hansgrohe quality – and overhead Shower Fun for any bathroom.

with overhead shower

More fun in the shower. Greater Shower
Fun through an invigorating mixture of air
and water.

with hand shower

Size counts. Large-sized shower heads for
the ultimate shower experience.

with side shower

Anti-limescale function. Easy cleaning for
a perfect spray.

with bath filler

Greater savings – greater enjoyment.
Mixers and showers which save water
and energy.
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Raindance

Showering with Hansgrohe Raindance.

Croma 100

Showering with Hansgrohe Croma 100.

With Raindance, we have reinvented showering. Super-sleek design and an extraordinarily large
shower head are the source of Raindance’s overwhelming success. Bigger is simply better.
Overhead showers with a 180 and 240 mm diameter provide Shower Fun XXL – a soft rain shower
that envelops your entire body. For enhanced pleasure, every Raindance shower is equipped
with AirPower, a brilliant shower technology developed by Hansgrohe. Mixed with air, the
shower spray can be made softer or harder, depending on the spray mode – and your daily
shower becomes a feast for the senses.

Big and beautiful – that’s how showers should be these days. Thanks to its compelling design and
smooth functionality, Croma has been a model for success amongst Hansgrohe showers for years.
As an overhead shower, Croma 100 has even more to offer – thanks to its size. Its 160 mm
diameter exhilarates you with a wide and voluminous downpour of water – and at a delightful
price. Its clean and timeless design makes this shower a perfect match for any style of bathroom.
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Croma 100

Raindance

Showerpipes with mixer replacement

Showerpipes with thermostat
Elegant in its design, comfortable in its
operation. Temperature can be adjusted
to the exact degree, and the water is
mixed swiftly and automatically. And the
innovative cartridge technology provides
reliable scald protection.
from page 8 onwards

Showerpipes for the bath tub
Shower Fun XXL for any bath tub,
installed in just a few simple steps.
Simply replace the old bath mixer with
the new one, which offers three functions
in one: an overhead shower, a hand
shower and a bath filler.
from page 10 onwards

Showerpipes with single lever
mixer
A great price, robust in quality for
everyday use, and easy to operate.
Temperature and flow rate can be
adjusted comfortably by hand according
to your individual desires.
from page 12 onwards

Showerpipes with iBox universal
Thanks to the innovative iBox, the mixer
technology is hidden behind the wall,
providing an extremely clean, streamlined
appearance. The only visible parts are
those necessary for operation.

from page 16 onwards
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Hansgrohe Showerpipes mark a new trend in the modern bathroom: sleek, aesthetically designed
plate overhead showers that produce a warm, comforting shower rain – in a delightfully simple
way. Whether it be a new installation or a bathroom upgrade, whether it be Raindance or Croma
100, all Showerpipes are quickly and easily installed. Since all water-conducting elements are
installed in front of the wall, they can easily be upgraded at any time. No need for opening up
the walls. Form and function are perfectly matched in all Showerpipes.

Showerpipes for renovation
Finally: a large rain shower for any
bathroom! Stunningly simple, fits anywhere,
and no need for a mixer replacement.
Simply install the Showerpipe on the
wall and connect to the existing mixer.
Done!

from page 14 onwards

IDEAL FOR
RENOVATIONS
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Showerpipes with mixer replacement

The right Showerpipe for every bathroom scenario.

Showerpipes with thermostat

Raindance Thermostat Showerpipe 240.
Enjoy rain showers at just the right temperature. In a
modern style and a very generous 240 mm diameter
format, overhead showers with AirPower technology
provide unparalleled shower pleasure. In addition to
the Raindance hand shower, the Showerpipe is also
available with a sleek, 2jet baton hand shower. Flow
rate and shower temperature can be regulated
accurately and safely using the thermostat. For
example, the Safety Stop function prevents the
accidental selection of temperatures above 38°C.

Croma 100 Thermostat Showerpipe.
Pleasing in its design, and comfortable to operate.
The Croma 100 Showerpipe with thermostat
combines proven shower technology with modern
Shower Fun. Simply set your desired temperature
and indulge yourself in the shower rain. As with
Raindance, the innovative cartridge technology
provides reliable scald protection. The Croma
overhead shower has a diameter of 160 mm, and
the hand shower a diameter of 100 mm. And the
water-saving EcoSmart version reduces the flow
rate to a maximum of 9.5 litres per minute.
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Showerpipes for the bath tub

Raindance Showerpipe 240 Bath Tub.
The new Raindance Showerpipe for the bath tub
makes it possible to add a large overhead shower
to your bath tub. Only a few quick and easy steps
are required to replace your old bath mixer with
the new one. Depending on the bathroom layout,
the Showerpipe can be installed either at the wide
or narrow end of the bath tub. The shower arm is
available in two different lengths, to facilitate the
ideal positioning of the overhead shower – for
Shower Fun XXL in any bath tub.

Croma 100 Showerpipe Bath Tub.
Shower or bath? Thanks to the Croma 100
Showerpipe for the bath tub, this question has
become a thing of the past. This Showerpipe
makes it easy to enjoy Shower Fun XXL in your
bath tub – at a surprisingly low price. Also
available with EcoSmart technology, and easy
to install in either version. The overhead
shower has a diameter of 160 mm, the hand
shower a diameter of 100 mm.
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Showerpipes with single lever mixer

Raindance Showerpipe 240 Single Lever Mixer.
Experience a new dimension of Shower Fun with this combination of overhead shower, hand
shower and single lever mixer. Reliable, robust and easy to operate, the Raindance Showerpipe
240 with single lever mixer provides long-lasting satisfaction – thanks in part to the innovative
QuickClean function, a standard feature in all Hansgrohe showers. The overhead shower is
available with a diameter of 240 mm or in the water-saving EcoSmart version with a diameter
of 180 mm.
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A heavenly rain shower, pouring straight onto your head and shoulders. With its simple handling
and robust technology, the Croma 100 Showerpipe with single lever mixer brings everything
perfectly under your control: overhead and hand shower, water temperature and flow rate. Both
the 160 mm overhead shower and the 100 mm hand shower feature the proven QuickClean
function. This Showerpipe is also available with EcoSmart technology.
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Showerpipes with single lever mixer

Croma 100 Showerpipe Single Lever Mixer.

Amazingly simple, requires no renovation work,
fits into any shower or bath tub. Simply remove
your old hand shower, screw the Raindance
Connect Showerpipe into the wall and connect.
With one simple click, the hand shower
becomes an overhead shower! The water pours
down directly from above to envelope your head
and shoulders. Raindance Connect fits into any
bathroom and can be used wherever a hand
shower is already installed. Its clean, minimalist
design makes it an eye catcher in your bathroom.
When are you going to get connected?

IDEAL FOR
RENOVATIONS

Shown here with the
Hansgrohe Fixfit pipe
connection.

Croma 100 Showerpipe Reno.
Large overhead shower rain even for the smallest
shower: With the Croma 100 Reno Showerpipe
you can make this dream come true with little cost
and effort. If space is an issue, you can easily install
it in a corner. With a diameter of 160 mm, the
overhead shower promises abundant Shower Fun
directly from above. You can divert the water from
the overhead shower to the hand shower almost
instantaneously – or enjoy both at the same time.
Even better: you can continue using your existing
mixer.

IDEAL FOR
RENOVATIONS

Shown here with the
Hansgrohe Fixfit pipe
connection.
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Showerpipes for renovation

Raindance Showerpipe Connect.

Showerpipes for concealed installation

Raindance Showerpipe for concealed installation.
Less is sometimes more. This is especially true for this Showerpipe. Its design is simultaneously
minimalist and exciting. It offers the ultimate in pleasure and relaxation. The swivel overhead
shower lets you direct the water exactly where you want it. The mixer and the water-conducting
pipe seamlessly blend into one another, and the mixer technology is entirely hidden behind the
wall – thanks to the innovative iBox universal technology from Hansgrohe.

The iBox universal – makes
concealed installation easier
than ever before. The iBox
universal is compatible with
all Hansgrohe standard and
thermostat systems.
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Showerpipes with side showers

Pharo Showerpipe Swing with Raindance.
Increase your well-being and your Shower
Fun, without major renovations. The Showerpipe
Swing injects fresh energy into any bathroom –
with a Raindance AIR plate overhead shower
and three side showers all integrated into the
water-conducting pipe. The large 240 mm
overhead shower can be swivelled both left and
right. This leaves you free to use existing water
connections, while still being able to place the
overhead shower in the ideal position.

Pharo ShowerArc with Raindance.
Discover a new dimension of showering:
ShowerArc. A shower system that covers the entire
spectrum from a short “hop under the shower” all
the way to the ultimate in Shower Fun. Water
caresses and pampers your body from three
sides, treating you to a unique shower experience.
This elegant shower arc can be installed either
between two walls or in a corner.
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Raindance
Showerpipe 240
Thermostat

Croma 100
Showerpipe
Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Raindance
Showerpipe
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm

Croma 100
Showerpipe
thermostat version
with Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm

®

®

®

®

# 27169000

# 2716000

Croma 100
Showerpipe
Bath Tub

Raindance
Showerpipe
Bath Tub

Thermostat with
bath filler

Thermostat with
bath filler

Raindance
Showerpipe Bath Tub
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm

Croma 100
Showerpipe Bath Tub
thermostat version
with Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm

®

®

®

®

# 27143000

# 27147000

350 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm

Raindance
Showerpipe
Single Lever Mixer

Croma 100
Showerpipe
Single Lever Mixer

Single Lever Mixer

Single Lever Mixer

Raindance
Showerpipe
single lever mixer
version with
Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm
®

®

Croma 100
Showerpipe
single lever mixer
version with
Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm
®

®

# 27154000

# 27193000

# 27142000 (not shown)

Raindance
Showerpipe
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm
®

®

# 27165000 (not shown)

Croma 100
Showerpipe
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
thermostat version
with Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm
®

®

# 27159000 (not shown)

Raindance
Showerpipe Bath Tub
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm
®

®

# 27146000 (not shown)

350 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm
# 27141000 (not shown)

Raindance
Showerpipe
with baton hand
shower 2jet,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm
®

# 27167000 (not shown)
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Croma 100
Showerpipe Bath Tub
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
thermostat version
with Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm
®

®

# 27144000 (not shown)

Raindance
Showerpipe
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
single lever mixer
version with
Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm
®

®

# 27191000 (not shown)

Croma 100
Showerpipe
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
single lever mixer
version with
Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm
®

®

# 27155000 (not shown)

Croma 100
Showerpipe
Reno

—

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

350 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm

Raindance
Showerpipe for
concealed installation
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm

Pharo
Showerpipe Swing
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
Raindance 240 AIR
overhead shower,
3 side showers

Pharo
ShowerArc
thermostat version with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet hand shower,
Raindance 180 AIR overhead
shower,
6 side showers

# 27421000 (not shown)

# 27145000

# 26382000

Raindance
Showerpipe Connect
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
with baton hand
shower 2jet,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm

Raindance
Showerpipe for
concealed installation
EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
thermostat version
with Raindance
S 100 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 180 mm

Raindance
Showerpipe Connect
with baton hand
shower 2jet,
460 mm shower arm,
Ø 240 mm
®

—

Pharo
ShowerArc

Pharo
Showerpipe
Swing

Raindance
Showerpipe
for concealed
installation

Showerpipes Overview

Raindance
Showerpipe
Connect

Croma 100
Reno Showerpipe
with Croma 100
Vario hand shower,
Ø 160 mm
®

®

# 27139000

# 27164000

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

# 26396000

®

®

# 27166000 (not shown)

# 27192000 (not shown)

Corner mounting set

Corner mounting set

# 27158000

# 27158000

Basic Set
iBox universal
®

# 01800180
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The things you do to experience a deep feeling of comfort and relaxation! And it can be so blissfully easy – with a Hansgrohe Showerpanel. Completely pre-assembled and pre-tested, it will transform your bathroom into a wellness oasis. Comfortable to operate, with a variety of different spray
modes and an invigorating massage function – for unparalleled, all around Shower Fun.

Practical shelves Your most
important shower products are
always in reach

Exclusive design Pleasing in
appearance, comfortable and
easy to use

Height-adjustable Pharo Lift 2
offers height-adjustability in the
Showerpanel

Side showers Up to 8 side showers provide invigorating body
massages

Pre-assembled and tested
For quick and easy installation
of the Showerpanels
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Showerpanel

Compact, comfortable and completely pre-assembled:
Hansgrohe Showerpanels.

Showerpanel

Pharo Showerpanel SkyLine with Raindance.
Dim the light – and be fascinated by SkyLine. Beneath its clean, striking appearance lies
pure shower pleasure. The foldable shoulder shower pampers you with a massage, while
the Raindance overhead shower envelops you in a shroud of warm, pleasant water. Activate
the five side showers, or invigorate yourself with the unique and elegantly shaped baton
hand shower. The foldable foot rest makes it easier to care for your feet and legs. Everything
is carefully crafted, down to the smallest detail.
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200 mm

Are you looking for a shower experience that stimulates all of your senses? A gentle shower rain
or a powerful massage? With Lift 2, it’s all under your control. Simply let the Showerpanel easily
and quietly glide to the desired height. With the large Raindance AIR overhead shower and the six
swivel side showers, your Shower Fun is provided. The different functions, the water temperature
and flow rate can be easily regulated with the manual control and the thermostat.
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Showerpanel

Pharo Showerpanel Lift 2 with Raindance.

Showerpanel

Pharo Showerpanel SideWay with Raindance.
SideWay offers Shower Fun for adults and little
ones – in just a few easy steps. The installation of
the pre-assembled Showerpanel is simple, but the
shower experience is very versatile. Five ultra-sleek
side showers help refresh tired muscles. The upper
two side showers can be turned on independently
of the three lower ones. Other practical features
include the generous shelves, the mixers installed
at the side and the shower hose which can be
hidden behind the panel.

Pharo Showerpanel Comfort Plus with Raindance.
The multi-talented are in demand, particularly if
they come at an affordable price – like the
Comfort Plus Showerpanel. It can be installed
directly onto the wall or in a corner – safely and
easily, and with minimum exertion. Five side
showers and the height-adjustable Raindance AIR
hand shower offer Shower Fun any way you like it.
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Showerpanel

Raindance Showerpanel for exposed installation.
Invigorate both body and soul with a refreshing
shower. The Raindance Showerpanel for exposed
installation makes this possible in an easy and
practical way. The slim, delicate Showerpanel
requires very little room, but offers an abundance
of shower pleasure. A height-adjustable Raindance
AIR hand shower and six side showers provide
a relaxing shower experience.

Raindance Showerpanel for concealed installation.
Enjoying a gentle start to the day or a relaxing day’s
end. The Raindance Showerpanel for concealed
installation is made for these moments. Its slim design
leaves you ample space for relaxation and renewal.
Eight bodyshowers and the Raindance AIR handshower
speak for themselves.
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Showerpanel

Croma 100 Showerpanel with single lever mixer.
What a shower experience! The Croma 100 Showerpanel adds an entirely new dimension to
showering, and its striking, purist design makes it an eye catcher in any bathroom. The height
adjustable hand shower and three additional side showers with invigorating massage mode
provide endless Shower Fun. The slim aluminium profile and high-quality chrome detailing of the
Showerpanel match any shower cabin in terms of both size and appearance. What’s more, the
Showerpanel can be installed in existing bathrooms with the greatest of ease.
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Showerpanel Overview

Raindance
Showerpanel
(for concealed
installation)

Pharo
Showerpanel
SkyLine

Pharo
Showerpanel
Lift 2

Pharo
Showerpanel
SideWay

Pharo
Showerpanel
Comfort Plus

Raindance
Showerpanel
(for exposed
installation)

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Single Lever Mixer

Pharo
Showerpanel
SkyLine
with Raindance
180 AIR
overhead shower,
Raindance
150 AIR 3jet
shoulder shower,
5 side showers,
2jet baton hand
shower

Pharo
Showerpanel
Lift 2
with Raindance
180 AIR
overhead shower,
Axor Uno 3jet
hand shower,
6 side showers
Satin chrome

Pharo
Showerpanel
SideWay
with Raindance
S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
5 side showers
Satin chrome

Pharo
Showerpanel
Comfort Plus
with Raindance
S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
5 side showers
Satin chrome

Raindance
Showerpanel
with Raindance
S 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
6 side showers

Raindance
Showerpanel
with Raindance
E 150 AIR 3jet
hand shower,
8 side showers

Croma 100
Showerpanel
with single lever
mixer,
Croma 100 Multi
hand shower

# 26311000

# 26353000

White

White

# 26871000

# 26310000

# 26354000

# 26017000

# 26870000

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

# 27005000

Croma 100
Showerpanel

®

®

®

# 27100000

®

®

®

# 27105000

White
Basic Set
iBox universal
®

# 01800180

White

White

White

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

Satin chrome
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